Allergy Consultation via Smart Glasses: Cases Reports of Real-Time Clinical Decision Support for Suspected Oral Metal Allergy
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Abstract

**Objectives:** We explore and describe clinical experiences of the early adoption of smart glasses, for dermatology/allergy decision support in two cases of suspected oral metal allergy.

**Materials and methods:** Smart glasses were used to facilitate physician-dentist communication during dentalexamination for two patients with concerns for metal allergy and bio-incompatibility.

**Results:** Clinical use of smart glasses has reduced the burden of multiple visits and facilitated coordinated care for complex patients with suspected oral metal allergy.

**Conclusions:** Smart glasses technology may be used for hands-free videoconferencing during exams and procedures to coordinate care and consult experts in cutaneous allergy, increasing quality of care in complex cases and decreasing patient consults and visits.

**Clinical relevance:** Smart glasses and other telecommunication devices will play larger roles in healthcare in the future, especially where their use will decrease visits and potentially decrease cost of care.
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Introduction

Telecommunications technologies have been utilized to enhance patient care in healthcare for decades.

We authors enthusiastically relay to the readers of recent fruitful applications of telecommunication technologies in dermatology and allergy settings including decision support and triage for referral to dermatologists for suspected cutaneous neoplasms [1], and general tele-consultation [2]. Recent articles have also highlighted developments in tele-dentistry, for example using technologies to increase dental accessibility in remote areas [3], oral medicine [3-5], and prosthodontics [3]. In recent years, both dental and medical professionals have used email to aid in diagnosis by consulting with other clinicians or specialists [6,7]. Studies have highlighted the use of intraoral cameras for store-and-forward tele-dentistry, with evidence that this application may provide an acceptable index of correct diagnosis for dentists working with mid-level providers in remote locations [4]. Interestingly, it has also been shown that cell-phone cameras perform well in some tele-dentistry and tele-dermatology applications [8,9]. In addition to store-and-forward applications, video conferencing has also been used in many fields of dentistry including pre-implant assessments, oral surgery, as well as dental education [5,10,11]. The value and utility of implementing this technology in the clinical dermatology and allergy settings is still being investigated.

Following in the footsteps of other innovative applications of new telecommunications devices in healthcare, it is our goal to explore early adoption of smart glasses technology for clinical decision support in a dental setting for triaging patients with suspected oral metal allergy. We seek to demonstrate that dentists may be able to communicate with remote colleagues such as allergists or dermatologists effectively in a quick and easy manner to ensure timely and quality decision-making for patients with suspected oral metal allergy.

Case 1

Smart glasses technology (Google Glass, Google Inc.; Mountain View, CA, USA) has recently been utilized effectively by dentists at Agave Dental in Phoenix, Arizona to consult with medical colleagues on various difficult cases and discuss the suitability of patients for referral. A 53-year-old Caucasian female presented for implant placement. She is a non-smoker, with a history of jewelry avoidance, a common surrogate marker for metal hypersensitivity and has no history of diabetes mellitus, other systemic disease, or immuno-compromised state. She presented for placement two grade 5 titanium alloy implants (titanium-aluminum-vanadium) in an edentulous area of the lower left mandible in the area of missing 1st and 2nd permanent molars. Cone-beam computerized tomography sizing was utilized and placement was well-tolerated. Two week post placement, the patient returned with significant pain and swelling and complained of limited range of motion of the mandible. Peri-implantitis was noted on exam...
was agreed that one of the crowns should be replaced with a Lithium specialist. Again, complete informed consent was obtained. The dentist dental alloys, Agave dentists decided to consult a metal contact allergy pocket depths were within normal limits. Given her past cobalt and sub-gingival calculus and no signs of periodontal disease. Periodontal crown. Notably, the patient had excellent oral hygiene and there was no Significant gingival inflammation was present surrounding each collars of the crowns had 1-2 mm circumferential gingival contact. platinum, palladium indium, tin, and gallium. On exam, the metal crowns were predominantly high noble alloys containing gold, silver, porcelain-fused-to-metal crowns. The crowns had been seated over the of mitral valve prolapse, jewelry avoidance, and prior positive patch series prior to re-implantation.

Case 2

In another case, a 51-year-old Caucasian female with a history of mitral valve prolapse, jewelry avoidance, and prior positive patch test to gold and cobalt was examined for gingival irritation around 10 porcelain-fused-to-metal crowns. The crowns had been seated over the past 23 years and she had experienced red swollen gums around these crowns for at least 20 years. She also gave a history of a hypertrophic scar at the site of prior gold patch testing. The metal alloys of the crowns were predominantly high noble alloys containing gold, silver, platinum, palladium indium, tin, and gallium. On exam, the metal collars of the crowns had 1-2 mm circumferential gingival contact. Significant gingival inflammation was present surrounding each crown. Notably, the patient had excellent oral hygiene and there was no sub-gingival calculus and no signs of periodontal disease. Periodontal pocket depths were within normal limits. Given her past cobalt and gold patch test positivity and the frequent use of cobalt and gold in dental alloys, Agave dentists decided to consult a metal contact allergy specialist. Again, complete informed consent was obtained. The dentist donned the smart glasses and commenced a hands-free, point-of-view, live video conference with a contact allergy specialist. Together, it was agreed that one of the crowns should be replaced with a Lithium disilicate crown and the surrounding tissue be observed for resolution prior to more definitive treatment. The removed crown will be tested for cobalt release with a cobalt spot test and for gold and cobalt content with X-ray fluorescence spectrometry.

Discussion

Smart glasses (Google Glass) are a newly developed mobile technology composed of a miniature computer fitted into a pair of eyeglasses. Hands-free, voice controlled telecommunications technologies such as this are on the horizon for telemedicine and tele-dentistry. Our device, running the Google Android operating system, is equipped with a 5 megapixel 720p HD camera capable of high-definition photo capturing and, simultaneously, video recording and streaming. The clinician is able to wear the device as it is fitted into comfortable eyewear containing a small translucent optical display. The hands-free and voice-activated device is well suited to use in dentistry and other procedural healthcare applications because if can be used during procedures that require gloves and instruments and it is compatible with rigorous infection-control standards. There are numerous advantages to a hands-free, point-of-view, video streaming, high-definition photo-taking and voice-activated telecommunication device. A clinician could use a digital camera or a cell phone, but the frequent use of both in a dental setting during an exam raise infection control concerns. As an example, a staff member could hold a smartphone with “video chat” connected to a consulting physician for the dentist during a dental exam, but demonstrating the lesions of concern would certainly interfere with the dentist’s clinical exam and line-of-sight. The authors find the use of these smart glasses provide little interference and enable a useful live, two-way, photo- and video-augmented, hands-free, voice-activated method for enabling a multidisciplinary evaluation of complex patients that is not currently available to clinicians.

Coordination of care for patients with suspected oral metal allergy remains difficult and protracted. Many such patients have are sent to an oral surgeon, and then referred for patch testing. Though rarely patch testing may be performed on a first visit to a patch testing physician, generally patients are first seen by a the physician in an initial visit and then referred for patch testing. Though rarely patch testing may be performed on a first visit to a patch testing physician, generally patients are first seen by a the physician in an initial visit and then return to be patch tested when a staff member can have advance notice to prepare patch tests with extra series suited to the patient. Given these generalities, each of these patients’ workups was likely saved at least two separate appointments.

In summary, this new technology has many potential applications in tele-health and allergy consultation, notably in the realm of oral metal allergy. In our case series, we have demonstrated its usefulness in coordinating care for patients with complex problems and the possibility to decrease the patients’ burden for multiple visits.

Further studies are needed to assess its efficacy in other applications (Figure 1).
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